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ABSTRACT 
Bergstrom’s inequality is generalized. Using the new inequality, several interest- 
ing results concerning Hadamard product of matrices are proved. More specifically, 
let P,Q E Fxh’ such that P > 0 and Q > 0, oii > 0. Then we prove the following 
tight inequalities: (a) Q~~[(POQ)-‘]~~ Q (P-l)ji; (b) Qii([Re(POQ)]-I),, < 
max {[Re(@P@*)]-‘},,; (c) det(POQ) > (det PKl:V=, Qi,; (4 det Re(POQ) 2 
mindet[Re(@P@*)]nr=, Qii, where in (b) and (d) maximization and minimization 
are over all unitary diagonal matrices @ E ~6”~~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The inequalities we consider are with respect to positive definite and 
semidefinite Hermitian matrices. We first derive a generalized Bergstrom’s 
inequality and then use it to derive some other interesting results. We use 
the following notation: 
(*)* = Hermitian transpose. 
AOB = Schur-Hadamard (element by element) matrix product. 
Re(A) = real part of matrix A. 
A i = matrix formed from A by deleting the first i rows and columns; 
A,=A. 
Aij,(A)ij =i,j element of A. 
u ir (u)~ = i th component of vector u. 
diag(u) = diagonal matrix with elements (uJ on the diagonal. 
yN = set of positive integers { 1,2,. . , , N). 
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2. GENERALIZATION OF BERGSTROM’S INEQUALITY 
Let A, B E &NxN be positive definite matrices. Bergstrom [2] proved that 
(2.1) 
We extend this result to the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P(l) E s?“~~, I= 1,2,. , L, he positive definite ma- 
trices. Let Ml> E 4NxN, 1 = 1,2,. . , L, be diagonal matrices. Suppose 
R = i A(l) 
I=1 
is positive definite. Then 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Note that if A(l) = I, 1 = 1,2,. . , L, then (2.3) reduces to Bergstrom’s 
ineyuality (2.1). Note also that in (2.2) A.(l) are not required to be nonsingu- 
lar. To prove the above theorem, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let P E PNxN be positive definite and A E eNxN be a 
diagonal matrix. Then 
min x*APA*x > f$$, 
XETzN 11 
IX‘1 = 1 
(2.4) 
with equality fw nonsingular A. 
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Proof. Since P > 0, 3T > 0 such that P = TT*. Let ei be the ith column 
of I. Then 
(x*APA*x)(P-‘)ii = (x*APA*x)(e*P-‘e,) 
= (x*ATT*A*x)(e*T-*T-‘ei) 
where the inequality follows from the Schwarz inequality, yieldin the result. 
Equality holds when A is nonsingular and x = [(A)ii/(P-l)ii A-*P-‘e,. P 
W 
We can now prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. 
1 
(R-‘)ii = $?&x*Rx 
IxtI = 1 
= mm i x*A(Z)P(Z)A(Z)*x 
XEbSl=l 
IX,1 = 1 
, 5 I[A(z)IiiI' 
‘M [p(z)-‘].. ’ 1E 
where the first equality and last inequality are obtained from Lemma 2.1 
with A = I and A = A(Z), respectively. n 
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3. TWO HADAMARD-PRODUCT MATRIX INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we use Theorem 2.1 to prove two interesting inequalities. 
In this section and the following, we denote 
r={QEcfNxN :QaOand Qii>O}, (3.5) 
i.e., a is the set of N X N unitary diagonal matrices. 
Then for any positive definite matrix P E eNXN, it is easy to show that 
POQ is positive definite for all Q E P. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P E tCNxN be a positive definite matrix and Q E I’. 
Then 
[(POQ)-‘Iii Q 9, t* (3.7) 
and the upper bound is achieved if Q is any rank 1 matrix in r. 
Proof. Since Q > 0, Q = Cf=ivlvp, where p is the rank of Q and 
vl~BN,vl#Ofor 1=1,2 ,..., p. Then 
POQ = i diag(4) Pdiag(vl)*. 
1=1 
(3.8) 
Using Theorem 2.1, 
where the last equality follows from 
(3.9) 
k JCvl)i/’ = Oii. 
I=1 
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(3.7) is then obtained from (3.9) by rearrangement. Simple substitution 
shows that the upper bound is achieved for Q which is of rank 1. n 
The condition in Theorem 3.1 for the upper bound to be achieved is 
sufficient but not necessary. For example, suppose that P is diagonal. In this 
case, the upper bound is achieved for any Q E r. However, if we consider 
the problem 
Find Q” E P such that [(POQ”)-‘lii achieves the 
upper bound in (3.7) for a given i VP > 0, 
(3.10) 
then the following holds: 
THEOREM 3.2. Q” is a solution for (3.10) if and only if Q” is a rank-l 
matrix. 
Before proving Theorem 3.2, we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~~~~~~ be a Hermitian matrix such that IQij12 = 
QiiQjj Vi, j. Then Q > 0 if and only if Q is a rank-l matrix. 
Proof. The sufficient condition is obvious. To prove the necessary 
condition. let 
(3.11) 
where I= G. Then, since Q 3 0, for n > m > I, any submatrix of the form 
(3.12) 
Expanding the determinant of the above matrix and using (3.10, we have 
co4 41m + 4,, + 6”l) 2 1 (3.13) 
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4l, + 4,,,, + 4,!= 2krTT, (3.14) 
where k is an integer, and e’“f~ = e’(cs-4j) Vi, j. Thus, Q is of rank 1. n 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The sufficient condition follows directly from 
Theorem 3.1. To prove the necessary condition, suppose that Q” is a solution 
to (3.IO), thus satisfying 
[(P~Q”)~I]ii=~(P-‘)~i VP > 0. (3.15) 
It 
In particular, consider P such that, for a given k E &,, k # i, 
P,,n = i: ‘,I:) =(i,k),(k,i), 
i 0 otherwise. 
Then it is easy to verify that 
(3.16) 
(P-yji = $, 
bQ") -‘I ii = QsQo ‘& . 
ZE kk 4 tl\ 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Thus, using (3.15) (3.17) and (3.18) we have 
Next, consider P such that for given j, k E $‘i7, i, j, k distinct, 
l=m, 
(E,m) =(i,j),(j,i),(j,k),(k,j), 
otherwise. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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Then it is easily verified that 
(P-yii = 4, (3.21) 
[(POQ”)-l]ij = 
Q,o,Q,“, - flog 
Q,O,Q,~Q,O, -~~IpilQJo~l~-~~,",l~,?,l" ' 
(3.22) 
Hence, using (3.15), (3.19), (3.211, and (3.22), after simplification, we have 
IQjok12 = Qj’Qo,“, Vj,k E&, j#i. (3.23) 
Combining (3.19) and (3.23), we have 
IQP,,,12 = Q;Q:,,,, Vl,mEgi.. 
Using Lemma 3.1, we see that Q” is of rank 1. 
(3.24) 
n 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P E P NxN be a positive definite matrix and Q E r. 
Then 
([Re(POQ)]-l}ji< __!l max {[Re( @P@*)]-l}.. 
Qii@ez II. 
(3.25) 
Eyuality in (3.25) holds when Q = @o@D$, where Qij = da and a, is 
given by 
a, = arg [ cs( [Re(@P@*)] -‘,ii] (3.26) 
REMARK. 
(a) Note that @a in (3.26) is not unique. Indeed, if the maximum in 
(3.26) is attained at a”, then it is also attained at @,D, where D is any 
diagonal matrix with l’s and - l’s on the diagonal. 
(b) An alternative statement of Theorem 3.3 is as follows: For any 
PE&~~~,P>O, denote 
~={QE&~~~: Q > 0 and Qij > 0 are specified}. (3.27) 
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Then 
max {[Re(POQ)] -‘}ii = 
QEP 
r~ {[Re(POQ)] -‘}.., II (3.28) 
p(Qi= 1 
where p(Q) is rank of Q. Thus, the theorem states that instead of performing 
optimization over f, it can be done over the set of rank-l matrices in f. 
Proof. Since Q > 0, Q = Cf,, v,vT, where p is the rank of Q and 
v~~&~,v~#Ofor l=l,2 ,..., p. Nowletting 
VI = u,aw,, (3.29) 
Re(POQ) = i diag(ul) Re[diag(wl) Pdiag(wl)*] diag(ul). (3.30) 
1=1 
Hence 
lt”l>i 1’ 
([Re(POIQ)I -‘)ii ’ lcr ({ Re[diag(wl) Pdiag(wl)*]} -‘)ii 
Qii = 
max9,H{[Re(Q,P~*)]-‘}ii’ 
where the first inequality is obtained from Theorem 2.1, the second inequal- 
ity follows from the maximization of ({ Re[ diug(wl)Pdiug(wl)*]} -‘)ii, and 
the last equality is obtained from 
The condition on Q for equality in (3.25) is verified by substitution. n 
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The condition given in Theorem 3.3 to achieve the lower bound shows 
that the lower bound can always be attained by an appropriate rank-1 matrix. 
This, however, is not a necessary condition, as is evident by considering the 
case where P is diagonal. Nevertheless, the rank-l matrix is special if we 
consider the following problem: For a given P E 8NXN, P > 0, and i E TN, 
find Q” E r such that 
{ [Re(paQ’)] P1}ii = i ps { [Re(*P@*)] -‘Iii. (3.31) 
Then the following holds: 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose Q’(P) is a solution to (3.31). Then 
(3.32) 
where rl,, > 0 is a constant, if and only al 
IQ;J = d0pIQ:, . (3.33) 
Proof. To prove the sufficient condition, let 
a(P) = argpGaz ([Re(*P@*)] -‘}ii, 
s=[~v..JzJ. 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
and Q’(P) = @,(P)STS@*(P). Th en (3.32) is satisfied, and by Theorem 3.3, 
Q’(P) is a solution to (3.31). To prove the necessary condition, consider P 
given by (3.16). Th en it is easily verified that 
(3.36) 
{ [WPaQO)I -‘Iii =QoQO _TiR Q, )z. 
EI kk 4 e :k 
(3.37) 
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Thus, using (3.31), (3.36), and (3.37), we have 
(Re Qp,)” = QtpiQik ‘dk E 2;. (3.38) 
Next, consider P given by (3.20). Then it is easily verified that 
~Eaz{[Re(+P**)]-l]ii = i, (3.39) 
([Re(PoQ’)] -‘}ii = 
QjPiQ& - $(Re QjOk)’ 
QtQyjQ,& - $Q,pi (Re Q$)” - iQ$ (Re Qb)” ’ 
(3.40) 
Hence, using (3.31), (3.39), (3.40), and (3.38), after simplification, we have 
(ReQyk)‘=QjOjQfk Vj,k~a;, j#i. 
Combining (3.38) and (3.41), we have 
(3.41) 
(ReQkJ2 = QiQk,, vz, m E ,S?b. 
However, since Q’(P) E I’, it is positive semidefinite, and hence 
(3.42) 
1 Qi'm(P> 1’ G Qe,Qkn Vl,m E 2;. (3.43) 
Combining (3.42) and (3.43), we have 
( Qi'm(P) 1’ = Qi'zQkn VZ,mEf&. W (3.44) 
4. GENERALIZATION OF OPPENHEIM’S INEQUALITY 
In this section, we first provide an alternative proof of Oppenheim’s 
inequality 131, and then prove a related inequality. 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Oppenheim’s inequality [3]). Let P E &NxN be positive 
definite and Q E r. Then 
N 
det(POQ) > ,c, Qji detP. 
[. 1 (4.45) 
Equality in (4.45) holds if Q is a rank-l matrix in r. 
Proof. By Cramer’s rule, we have 
det(POQ) = 
det(P,aQl) 
[WW-‘],I 
where the inequality is obtained from Theorem 3.1. Similarly, 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
for i=1,2,..., N - 1. Hence, by (4.46) and (4.47), 
det(POQ) > 
FI;ll Qii 
(P-%r[(PJ’I,;.. [(P‘\~J1],, . 
(4.48) 
However, 
wl)u[(PI)-l]~* ... [(P~J’],, = -&. (4.49) 
Combining (4.48) and (4.49), we have the result. The condition on Q for 
equality in (4.45) is verified by substitution. n 
The condition in Theorem 4.1 for the lower bound to be achieved is 
suffkient but not necessary. For example, suppose that P is diagonal. In this 
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case, the lower bound can be achieved for any Q E r. However, consider 
the problem 
Find Q0 E I? such that det(POQ,) achieves the 
lower bound in (4.45) VP > 0. 
(4.50) 
Then we have the following theorem: 
To 
THEOREM 4.2. Q,, is a solution to (4.50) zf and only if Q0 is of rank 1. 
Proof. The sufficient condition is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
prove the necessary condition, suppose Q” is a solution of (4.50), thus 
satisfying 
VP > 0. 
Now, consider P such that for given 1, m E TN, 1 z m, 
i= j, 
(i,j) =(l,m),(m,l), 
otherwise. 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
Then it is easily verified that 
detP =$, (4.53) 
Combining (4.531, (4.541, and (4.511, and simplifying, we have 
lQk,I” = Q;Qkn Ql,m E 9:. 
Thus, using Lemma 3.1, we see that Q” is of rank 1. 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
n 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let P E gNxN be positive definite and Q E I’. Then 
detRe(POQ) > *fir& p&=detRe(@P@*). 
[. 1 (4.56) 
Equality in (4.56) holds when Q = @,,@P,*, where oij = dam, and 
9, = argpi; det Re( @Pa*). (4.57) 
REMARK. Comments analogous to those made after Theorem 3.3 apply 
here. 
Proof. Following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
Re(POQ) = 5 diag(ul) Re[diag(wl)Pdiag(wl)*] diag(ul) 
l=l 
= i diag(ul)U(@l)diag(ul), 
I=1 
(4.58) 
where UC@,) = Re(@,P@f) and ar = diag(wl) E E. Using Theorem 2.1, we 
have 
for k = O,l,. , . , N - 1. (Recall the notation: Ai is the matrix formed from A by 
deleting the first i columns and rows.) Hence, 
N-l 
detRe(POQ) = n 
1 
k =o { [Re&@Q,)] -‘},, 
(4.60) 
where the first equality is obtained by using Cramer’s rule repeatedly, and 
the second inequality is obtained by (4.59). 
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Let A = {Q E r, Qii specified). Hence, by (4.60), 
min detRe(POQ) 3 min 
NUl)k +A” 
QsA {[u,(q)]-‘),, 1 ’ (4.61) 
l=l,...,p 
where the minimization on the right-hand side is under the constraints 
2 [(“l),]” = Oii (4.62) 
1=1 
for i = 1 2 , >...> N. 
Consider the minimization of the right-hand side of (4.61) by forming the 
Lagrangian L( ( u,,@,,h,:E=1,2 ,..., p, k=1,2 ,..., NJ): 
N - 1 
L= n 
k=O 
2 (‘9);+1-(Q)k+uc+l 
I=1 1 
(4.63) 
Taking the partial derivative of L with respect to (u,),, we have 
aL 
-= 
J(US), 2(uS), *,-I + ([u~_r(:J] -‘>,, 
[ 
[h)k+l]’ 
,?I ([v,(@,)]-‘)ll (4’64) 
It is easy to verify that any point uI E gN, ar E 3, I= 1,2,. . . , p, that 
satisfies (4.62) is a regular point. Hence, the necessary condition for a 
minimum is that 
(us)t = 6, (4.65) 
or 
1 
= ct> (4.66) 
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where c, is a constant depending on t only. Thus, suppose that 
(u:,*p,1=1,2 ,...) p} minimizes the right-hand side of (4.61) and (u~)~+ 1 # 
0, I = 1,2,. , p, k = 0, 1, . . , N - 1. Then by (4.66), 
([UkPw)] -I>,, = (MWI -‘>,, 
for 1 = 1,2,. . , p. Upon substitution, we have 
(4.67) 
([u,(q)] -‘>,, 
= if!Qii detU(*:‘) 
[ 1 
where the second equality is obtained using (4.67), the third equality is 
obtained from the constraint (4.62), and the fourth equality is obtained from 
-1j11 = detU(cD). 
(4.69) 
The case where (LI~)~ + r = 0 for some k and 1 leads to the same conclu- 
sion, with slightly more involved notation. Combining (4.68) and (4.61), the 
result follows. The condition on Q for equality in (4.56) is verified by 
substitution. n 
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The condition given in Theorem 4.3 to achieve the lower bound shows 
that the lower bound can always be attained by an appropriate rank-l matrix. 
This, however, is not a necessary condition, as is evident by considering the 
case where P is diagonal. Nevertheless, the rank-l matrix is special if we 
consider the following problem: For a given P E eNXN, P > 0, find Q” E P 
such that 
detRe(POQ’) = F$nrdetRe(@P@*). (4.70) 
The following is true: 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose Q’(P) is a solution to (4.70). Then 
( QP??m ( = rhz > l,mG~+,, VP>O, (4.71) 
where rim > 0 is a constant, if and only 21 
IQ;,,1 = d=. (4.72) 
Proof. To prove the sufficient condition, we see that if we choose 
a(P) = argcr; detRe( @Pa*) (4.73) 
S(P) = [~Y.7JzL] (4.74) 
and Q’(P) = @(P)SrS@*(P>, then by Theorem 4.3, Q’(P) is a solution to 
(4.701, and (4.71) is satisfied. To prove the necessary condition, consider P 
given by (4.52). Then it is easily verified that 
min det Re( @Pa*) = p, 
OEE 
(4.75) 
I . (4.76) 
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Combining (4.70), (4.751, and (4.761, and simplifying, we have 
Re [ c%<P>]~ = O,“,QP,,, Vl,mE?+,. 
However, since Q’(P) E I’, it is positive semidefinite, and hence 
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(4.77) 
(4.78) 
Combining (4.77) and (4.781, we have 
( QP,,(P> 1’ = Q;Okn Vl,m E 9;. n (4.79) 
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